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The Amazing Book of LEGO Star Wars(tm) is the
perfect first book for any young LEGO Star Wars fan.
The Amazing Book of LEGO Star Wars will help children
aged 5 and above explore the amazing LEGO Star Wars
universe. From Anakin Skywalker and Yoda to Rey and
Kylo Ren, young readers will see their favorite characters
and sets brought to life. Fans will be fascinated by the
eye-catching designs featuring large, dynamic images of
heroes and villains, while key themes are explored using
carefully leveled text that will capture their interest. With
a mixture of full and half-page fold-outs throughout the
book that reveal extra-large images and a fold-out poster
at the end, The Amazing Book of LEGO Star Wars is
great for young fans. & TM 2016 LUCASFILM LTD.
Used Under Authorization. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the
Brick and Knob configurations and the Minifigure are
trademarks of the LEGO Group. 2016 The LEGO
Group. All rights reserved. Produced by DK Publishing
under license from the LEGO Group.
Readers can be the hero of this book and choose where
to go in the LEGO Star Wars galaxy. Learn how to battle,
who to team up with, which side of the Force to join, plus
much, much more. Contains more than 40 possible
endings and comes with a droid minifigure. Full color.
Consumable.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Long before the
First Order, before the Empire, before even The
Phantom Menace . . . Jedi lit the way for the galaxy in
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The High Republic It is a golden age. Intrepid
hyperspace scouts expand the reach of the Republic to
the furthest stars, worlds flourish under the benevolent
leadership of the Senate, and peace reigns, enforced by
the wisdom and strength of the renowned order of Force
users known as the Jedi. With the Jedi at the height of
their power, the free citizens of the galaxy are confident
in their ability to weather any storm But the even
brightest light can cast a shadow, and some storms defy
any preparation. When a shocking catastrophe in
hyperspace tears a ship to pieces, the flurry of shrapnel
emerging from the disaster threatens an entire system.
No sooner does the call for help go out than the Jedi
race to the scene. The scope of the emergence,
however, is enough to push even Jedi to their limit. As
the sky breaks open and destruction rains down upon
the peaceful alliance they helped to build, the Jedi must
trust in the Force to see them through a day in which a
single mistake could cost billions of lives. Even as the
Jedi battle valiantly against calamity, something truly
deadly grows beyond the boundary of the Republic. The
hyperspace disaster is far more sinister than the Jedi
could ever suspect. A threat hides in the darkness, far
from the light of the age, and harbors a secret that could
strike fear into even a Jedi’s heart.
Discover a galaxy full of adventure! This new book from
the LEGO® Star Wars™ series is filled with loads of
awesome things to draw, colour and doodle for loads of
creative fun!
The updated and expanded ultimate guide to the
minifigures of the LEGO® Star Wars® galaxy DK's
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LEGO®Star Wars® Character Encyclopedia: Updated
and Expanded now includes many more new LEGOStar
Wars minifigures! Discover incredible LEGO Star Wars
facts, such as which minifigure is the rarest and which
can be found in the most LEGO sets. This updated and
expanded edition contains 72 additional pages of new
minifigures and includes an exclusive minifigure to add to
your collection. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and
Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of
the LEGO Group. ©2015 The LEGO Group. Produced
by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group. ©
& TM 2015 LUCASFILM LTD
An all-new ongoing series! In the glory days of the
Republic, two hundred years before the adventures of
Luke, Leia, Han, and Chewbacca, the Jedi stand as
guardians of galactic peace—until a powerful new
adversary called the Nihil arrives. Now a group of young
Padawans, training under Master Yoda, must protect the
Republic while learning the lessons that will one day lead
them to become powerful Jedi in their own right. Writer
Daniel José Older, bestselling author of Star Wars: Last
Shot, and artist Harvey Tolibao bring IDW into The High
Republic, a massive publishing crossover spanning
comics and prose!
This book pits LEGO(R) STAR WARS villains against
heroes, comparing their gear, stats, weapons, and
imaging showdowns that they've never seen before!
From Luke and Leia to Star Wars Rebels, the whole
gang is here! How would Hoth Luke stack up against
tropical Darth Maul? Could Chewbacca defeat three
jawas if they stacked on top of each other? You decide!
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This up-to-date companion to LEGO "Star Wars,"
contains detailed information about the latest sets and
minifigures and is illustrated with extensive photography.
Welcome to the amazing LEGO® Star Wars™ universe! Join
the galactic heroes on their awesome adventures saving the
galaxy from hideous villains. Try out the activities, read the
funny comic strip stories and build your very own super-cool
R2-D2 minifigure! When you're ready for even more actionpacked stories and activities from a galaxy far, far away, look
out for other available books from the LEGO Star Wars
series.
Enter the exciting world of THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE in
the all-new, action-packed THE LEGO BATMAN MOVIE
ANNUAL 2018! This fantastic new annual features cool comic
strip stories and loads of puzzles and games to keep all
LEGO BATMAN fans entertained and it comes with a
fantastic LEGO minifigure to build. Join Batman so you can
help him save the day against super-villains like Penguin, The
Joker, Catwoman, Mr. Freeze, Harley Quinn, Two-Face,
Poison Ivy and Scarecrow. Other available THE LEGO
BATMAN MOVIE books include: Chaos in Gotham City
(Activity Book with an exclusive Batman minifigure) Choose
Your Super Hero Doodle Activity Book Ready, Steady, Stick! I
am Batman! The Dark Knight's Activity Diary
• Detailed walkthroughs for every adventure in all six
episodes! • Locations for all LEGO canisters, Challenge
canisters, and red power bricks! • Exclusive maps! •
Extensive tips for Freeplay mode! • New characters, vehicles,
and game features revealed! • All-new quick reference guide
with detailed information for every level!
Discover everything you need to know about LEGO® Star
WarsT sets and minifiguresIf you love LEGO Star Wars, then
the updated and expanded edition of LEGO Star Wars: The
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Visual Dictionary (previous ISBN: 9781405347471), complete
with a rare and exclusive LEGO Star Wars minifigure is
perfect for you. Learn all about LEGO Star Wars ships,
weapons, and even the Death Star through amazing Star
Wars images and incredible details. Come face-to-face with
LEGO versions of Darth Vader, Obi-Wan, Luke Skywalker,
Yoda, Anakin and more and discover hundreds of little known
facts about Star Wars characters and factions, such as the
Jedi and the Sith. This revised edition of LEGO Star Wars:
The Visual Dictionary is updated throughout to show all the
new sets and innovations in LEGO Star Wars from 2009 to
2014. Covering all six Star Wars episodes, Star Wars: The
Clone Wars television series, Star Wars: The Old Republic
computer game and the expanded universe with behind-thescenes information, fan creations, and merchandise.Packed
with additional information on the history, manufacture and
construction of LEGO Star Wars and a new gallery featuring
every Star Wars minigifigure LEGO Star Wars: The Visual
Dictionary is perfect for all LEGO Star Wars fans.
Describes the friends, enemies, and adventures of Yoda,
including his leadership of the Jedi council, his duels with
infamous Sith lords, and his achievements as an instructor of
the Force.
All-new hilarious and action-packed stories perfect for LEGO
Star Wars(tm) fans of any age! An all-new LEGO® STAR
WARS(tm) Activity Book featuring a minifigure and hilarious
activities! Relive all of the humor and action of LEGO® Star
Wars(tm) in this fun-filled activity book! Includes mazes,
matching, code-breaking, puzzles, and more!
Welcome to the amazing world of LEGO® Star Wars™! This
awesome activity book is full of pictures to colour, missions to
complete and over 500 reusable stickers! Enjoy solving the
puzzles and pasting the stickers as you travel through the
galaxy. Then, when you've finished, peel off the stickers and
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paste them again wherever you are! Get ready for an
amazing adventure with Luke, Han and the rest of the Star
Wars gang with over 500 awesome reusable stickers!
The strangest and yuckiest secrets of the galaxy What does
the Zillo Beast feast on for breakfast? Does slimy Jabba the
Hutt ever have a bath? What are the three yuckiest things he
eats? Why are wampas so cuddly? And which monster
makes the scariest sound? Take a trip on the wild side and
discover the weirdest facts in the Star Wars galaxy! From
gross creatures and strange bugs, to disgusting food,
dangerous deserts, and sinister Sith, this icky, sticky picture
ebook is the perfect gift for young readers. © and TM 2020
Lucasfilm LTD.

Get ready for an amazing adventure with Luke, Han and
the rest of the Star Wars gang! This intergalactic LEGO
Star Wars sticker book is packed full of exciting activities
and over 220 awesome stickers! The Empire is a
constant threat to the galaxy. Young Luke Skywalker has
become the hope of the Rebellion (albeit in a borrowed
uniform) and his sister is tormenting stormtroopers,
mostly with her amazing hairdo! Get ready for lots of
intergalactic fun, creating fantastic scenes and
completing puzzles with your awesome LEGO Star Wars
stickers!
The LEGO Star Wars: The Force Awakens Standard
Edition Guide includes... Easy-to-follow Walkthrough:
Don't miss a single moment of the epic action! Our
complete step-by-step walkthroughs, covering both
console and handheld, lead you through the entire game.
Detailed Maps: Never lose your way with our highly
detailed maps, which display collectible locations and
important objectives. Find Every Collectible: Collect
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every Minikit, Red Brick, Gold Brick, Character, and
more! Along with revealing collectibles level by level, this
exhaustive guide also compiles every collectible into one
easy-to-use chapter. Plus: - Quick-reference checklists Information on every character & vehicle - Coverage of
the new Multi-Builds system & Blaster Battles Free
Mobile-Friendly eGuide: Includes a code to access the
eGuide, a web-access version of the complete guide
optimized for a second-screen experience.
The complete Star Wars™ saga retold in LEGO bricks
This fun LEGO Star Wars book retells the six Star Wars
films in 100 iconic scenes using LEGO Star Wars sets
and minifigures. Relive the amazing Star Wars adventure
in miniature form with this humorous retelling of the
LEGO Star Wars complete saga. Read fascinating
LEGO Star Wars facts and behind-the-scenes
information about the Star Wars films and rediscover
your favourite LEGO Star Wars minifigures, such as the
LEGO Darth Vader and LEGO Luke Skywalker, and
LEGO Star Wars sets as part of the epic Star Wars story.
Join the resistance and use the Force in this hilarious,
fun-filled training manual that's part activity book and part
guidebook. Plus, includes buildable Rey LEGO(R)
minifigure!
Lego wouldn't be complete without Star Wars. America's
favorite toy never disappoints. Full on with Darth Vader,
Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Yoda, R2D2 and C3PO,
we have a great selection of Lego Star Wars Coloring
Pages for you to have fun with. Enjoy our other lego
coloring pages too! Including Lego Ninjago, and Lego
Batman.Best Gift Idea For Childrens and Starwars Fans
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Exclusive illustrations ?Each image is printed on a
separate page to prevent bleed-through ?You can
display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame
?You will be offered a lovely, high-quality illustrations in
black and white with a color option for its coloring ?
Relive all of the action with these LEGO STAR WARST
activity books! May the Force be with you. A hilarious
training manual to thriving, and surviving, as a LEGO
STAR WARST Stormtrooper! Novelty format, includes
buildable Imperial Snowtrooper minifigure! Joining the
Empire and becoming a Stormtrooper is the adventure of
a lifetime, but it comes with its challenges. While you get
to spend time telling people "these aren't the droids
you're looking for," you've got to be prepared for hitting
your head on doorways, shooting at people and missing,
and running into trees on your speeder bike, all while
keeping your helmet on. No matter what kind of
Stormtrooper you want to be, this is the field guide for
you! Includes a removable guide book, activity book, and
buildable Snowtrooper minifigure all held in a sturdy case
with magnetic closure.
With Jedi Master Yoda as your guide, visit the incredible
planets of a brick-built galaxy far, far away. Take a tour
of 25 fascinating worlds, from desert planet Tatooine to
remote ice world Hoth. Head off the familiar tourist track
to Crait, or explore Yoda's own swamp hideout on
Dagobah. Discover the must sees. Check out reviews
and what to pack. Find out who you might bump into
along the way! ©2021 The LEGO Group. © & TM 2021
Lucasfilm Ltd.
The official LEGO Star Wars Annual is packed with
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puzzles, comic strips, mazes and much more!
Relive the eight timeless adventures of the Star Wars
movies as you read about your favourite characters,
places and vehicles and complete the epic activities.
Packed full of movie trivia, fun facts from the expanded
universe and unforgettable images, this is the perfect
book for Star Wars fans of all ages - old and new!
The X-Wing pilots of the Wraith Squadron must face an
imperial general gone rogue. Original.
Meet more than 200 minifigures from the LEGO® Star
WarsTM Galaxy! Discover heroes, villains, aliens, and
droids in this fully updated character encyclopedia. Find
out fascinating facts about all your favorite LEGO® Star
WarsTM minifigures-including rare and exclusive
releases. A galaxy of minfigures awaits you! ©2020 The
LEGO Group.
Find a galaxy full of LEGO® Star WarsTM ideas to build
- from activities and art, games and challenges, to
practical makes and your very own inventions! LEGO®
Star WarsTM Ideas Book features imaginative play and
building ideas using your own LEGO brick collection.
There are LEGO projects that take just a few minutes, it
builds to keep you occupied for hours. Set up a game of
LEGO Star Wars skittles, create a pencil pot shaped like
your favorite Sith or Jedi, build a fleet of tiny TIEs, design
Darth Vader's family tree, and customize a podracer.
Challenge a friend to take on a rathtar, mix up your
minifigures, stage your favorite movie battle scene with
LEGO Star Wars bricks - and much, much more!
LEGO® Star WarsTM Ideas Book is packed with a familyfriendly range of activities to inspire every LEGO Star
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Wars fan. What will you build? © 2018 The LEGO
Group.© & TM 2018 LUCASFILM LTD.
Discover everything there is to know about the dark side
of the Force with LEGO Star Wars Step into the LEGO
Star Wars galaxy and discover everything there is to
know about the dark side of the Force. The book comes
with a new and exclusive LEGO Star Wars minifigure
that you won't want to miss! LEGOStar Wars: The Dark
Side is created in collaboration with the LEGO Group
and Lucasfilm. Lively photography shows the evil Sith
Lords in action, battling the Jedi and terrorizing the
galaxy. Learn all about Darth Vader, Darth Maul, and evil
Emperor Palpatine and all their allies, plus discover the
history, legends and deadly secrets of the dark side.
LEGO Star Warsbooks with a new, dynamic, actionpacked visual approach. With themed colourful pages
and specially commissioned photography, LEGO Star
Wars:The Dark Sideshows minifigures and vehicles in
action.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Witness the epic
final chapter of the Skywalker saga with the official
novelization of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker,
including expanded scenes and additional content not
seen in theaters! The Resistance has been reborn. But
although Rey and her fellow heroes are back in the fight,
the war against the First Order, now led by Supreme
Leader Kylo Ren, is far from over. Just as the spark of
rebellion is rekindling, a mysterious signal broadcasts
throughout the galaxy, with a chilling message: Emperor
Palpatine, long thought defeated and destroyed, is back
from the dead. Has the ancient Lord of the Sith truly
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returned? Kylo Ren cuts a swath of destruction across
the stars, determined to discover any challenge to his
control over the First Order and his destiny to rule over
the galaxy—and crush it completely. Meanwhile, to
discover the truth, Rey, Finn, Poe, and the Resistance
must embark on the most perilous adventure they have
ever faced. Featuring all-new scenes adapted from neverbefore-seen material, deleted scenes, and input from the
filmmakers, the story that began in Star Wars: The Force
Awakens and continued in Star Wars: The Last Jedi
reaches an astounding conclusion.
LEGO® Star Wars® sets and minifigures come to life in
this beautiful photography book. Created by Finnish
photographer Vesa Lehtimäki using his son's favorite
toys, the book features painstaking recreations of classic
movie moments and hilarious new takes on fan-favorite
characters and themes. Informative captions give
technical details for each scene, while anecdotes from
Lehtimäki offer background insights to his creative
process. LEGO Star Wars Small Scenes from a Big
Galaxy is a breathtaking new look at a timeless icon that
allows fans to see their favorite minifigures from the
classic saga in an exciting new way. © & TM 2015
LUCASFILM LTD. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and
Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of
the LEGO Group. © 2015 The LEGO Group. Produced
by DK Publishing under license from the LEGO Group.
With X-wing pilot Poe as your guide, check out the most
amazing brick-built vehicles in the LEGO® Star Wars(tm)
galaxy! Which vehicle in the LEGO® Star Wars(tm)
galaxy is the one for you? Join Poe Dameron, the best XPage 11/13
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wing pilot in the Resistance, and take a look at 25 out-ofthis-world vehicles, from Poe's zippy X-wing to the moonsized Death Star. Take a peek inside an AT-AT and
discover what it's really like to drive the Millennium
Falcon. Get top tips from pilots, including Han Solo and
Luke Skywalker. Check out driver reviews and find out
what you need to know about taking the controls of a
vehicle in the LEGO Star Wars galaxy. Let Poe show you
each vehicle's amazing features and then decide which
one you would like to take out for a test drive! ©2022
The LEGO Group. © & (tm) 2022 Lucasfilm Ltd
Relive all of the humor and action of LEGO(R) Star Wars(TM)
in this fun-filled activity book! Includes mazes, matching, codebreaking, puzzles, and more! Plus, buildable minifigure!
When Princess Leia needs help, she sends R2-D2 and C3-P0
to find Obi-Wan Kenobi on the planet Tatooine.
The definitive guide to the LEGO® Star WarsTM universe,
showcasing the vast collection of LEGO Star Wars sets and
minifigures released over the last 20 years. This is a
complete, unrivaled encyclopedia of the LEGO Star Wars
theme. Fans will have an all-encompassing companion to the
LEGO Star Wars cultural phenomenon. Produced in large
format and featuring beautiful imagery, this is an
indispensable guide for young fans and a stunning reference
work for adults. With behind-the-scenes material, it tells the
complete story of LEGO Star Wars, from the earliest concepts
in the late 1990s to the creation of the most recent sets for
The Force AwakensTM and Rogue OneTM. Created with the
LEGO Star Wars team. LEGO, the LEGO logo, the Brick and
Knob configurations and the Minifigure are trademarks of the
LEGO Group. © 2017 The LEGO Group. Produced by Dorling
Kindersley under license from the LEGO Group. © & TM
2017 Lucasfilm Ltd.
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Follow the adventures of the rebels as they fight against the
Galactic Empire—all in LEGO® form—in these DK Readers that
offer clear, informative text that helps beginning readers read
on their own. Simultaneous.
Jump into the action-included Star WarsTM galaxy with this
updated and expanded edition of LEGO Star Wars: The
Visual Dictionary, complete with a new chapter featuring the
Rise of the First Order. Discover everything you need to know
about the latest sets, vehicles and minifigures. See every
detail of the Millennium Falcon, look around the Death Star,
examine Poe Dameron's X-wing starfighter, explore Darth
Vader's castle and find out about your favorite LEGO Star
Wars minifigures - from Rey to Lando Calrissian. Learn how
the awesome sets are created in the Beyond the Brick
chapter, which features concept art and an interview with the
LEGO Star Wars creative team. ©2019 The LEGO Group. ©
& TM 2019 Lucasfilm Ltd.
Copyright: 4aef1bc7f76c9d6b357797f4fa6bb3de
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